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$t>0,$ $x\in \mathbb{R},$ $U(x;t)\in \mathbb{R}^{n}$ $B$ . (1)
.
Assumption.
(1) $U(x,t)\equiv P$ $U(x, t)\equiv Q$ .
$\xi=x+ct$ (1) $(\xi,t)$ :
$U_{t}=BU_{\xi\xi}-cU_{\xi}+f(U)$ (2)
Definition.
(2) $U(x, t)=U(\xi)$ (1) .
, $c$
.(FIGURE 1 ) , :
$\lim_{\xiarrow\pm\infty}U(\xi)=P$ or Q. (3)
{?}











, $(U(\xi), V(\xi))$ (5) $(P, 0)$ $(Q, 0)$ /
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$\epsilon\tau u_{t}=\epsilon^{2}u_{xx}+f(u, v;\theta, \gamma)$
$v_{t}=v_{xx}+g(u, v;\theta, \gamma)$
$x\in \mathbb{R},$ $t>0$ (7)
$f,$ $g$ null-klein FIGURE 4 .
3 , $P$ $Q$ (7) .
, $\theta=0$ $f$ $g$ odd symmetric . ( $f,$ $g$
[5] )
, - - [5] $P$ $Q$
$Q$ $P$ . ,
$(\gamma, \theta, c)$ 3parameta $M_{1}$ $M_{2}$ , $M_{1}$ $P$
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, $\gamma_{*}$ $\gamma$ $M_{1}M_{2}$ $\theta-c$ $M_{P}$ ,
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(1) (5) $\epsilon-\tau$ $(\gamma, \theta, c)=$
$(\gamma_{*}, 0,0)$ . FIG $URE$ 10 ,
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